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ABSTRACT
Tags of social images play a central role for text-based social
image retrieval and browsing tasks. However, the original
tags annotated by web users could be noisy, irrelevant, and
often incomplete for describing the image contents, which
may severely deteriorate the performance of text-based im-
age retrieval models. In this paper, we aim to overcome the
challenge of social tag ranking for a corpus of social images
with rich user-generated tags by proposing a novel two-view
learning approach. It can effectively exploit both textual
and visual contents of social images to discover the com-
plicated relationship between tags and images. Unlike the
conventional learning approaches that usually assume some
parametric models, our method is completely data-driven
and makes no assumption of the underlying models, mak-
ing the proposed solution practically more effective. We
formally formulate our method as an optimization task and
present an efficient algorithm to solve it. To evaluate the effi-
cacy of our method, we conducted an extensive set of exper-
iments by applying our technique to both text-based social
image retrieval and automatic image annotation tasks, in
which encouraging results showed that the proposed method
is more effective than the conventional approaches.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing
General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance
Keywords
Tag ranking, social images, image search, optimization, an-
notation, two-view learning, recommendation
1. INTRODUCTION
In the web 2.0 era, along with the popularity of various
digital imaging devices and the advances of Internet tech-
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Figure 1: An illustration of the efficacy of tag rank-
ing. The original annotations contain meaningless
tags, and the most relevant tag “panda” is ranked at
the fifth position. After tag ranking, “panda” comes
up to the top position. The noisy tags are removed.
nologies, digital images and photos can be easily created,
uploaded, shared and distributed on the World Wide Web
(WWW). Unlike the situation one decade ago, web images
are nowadays playing a more and more important role in the
WWW today. Web image search thus has become an active
yet rather challenging research issue.
One major difficulty for web image search is that most im-
ages are usually not annotated with proper tags, and many
of them are even completely unlabeled. In addition, even for
the annotated images, their associated tags could be noisy,
irrelevant, and often incomplete for describing the contents
of the images. According to the study in [12] that conducted
the statistics on Flickr 1, a popular web 2.0 image sharing
portal, only 50% of tags are actually related to the image
content. This poses a great challenge for typical web image
search approaches based on existing web search engine solu-
tions, which often simply apply regular text based retrieval
techniques on the web image search domain.
To address this challenge, one approach is to study the tag
refinement techniques, which have been proposed by many
researchers recently [9, 20, 21, 11, 25, 12]. Although tag
refinement techniques can generally improve the quality of
the tags, they do not explicitly answer which tag is more rel-
evant than the other for a specific image. Very recently, Liu
et. al. [12] proposed the tag ranking problem as an alterna-
tive solution to address the social tag issue. In general, the
goal of social tag ranking is to rank the tags of a social image
according to their relevance to the semantic/visual content
of the image. Figure 1 illustrates an example of showing
1http://www.flickr.com/
the lists of tags before and after the process of social tag
ranking, in which the relevant tags can be ranked in the top
positions using the proposed social tag ranking technique.
Social tag ranking is important as it can facilitate a lot of
real-world multimedia applications, including social image
retrieval, browsing, and annotation tasks.
Despite the encouraging results reported by the study
in [12], there remains some limitations for the existing work.
First of all, the existing work usually assume certain para-
metric functions to model the tag generation process. The
probabilistic approaches limit the capability of fitting the
complicated image and tag relationship as the parametric
probabilistic model assumption seldom holds in practice. In
addition, the existing studies often adopt heuristic tag rank-
ing methods without careful optimization, which can hardly
achieve the optimal results.
Unlike the existing work, this paper proposes a novel two-
view learning approach for social tag ranking, which is purely
data-driven, i.e., without assuming explicit relevance mod-
els between tags and images. Specifically, we formulate the
tag ranking task as a problem of learning a nonparametric
tag weighting matrix that encodes the relevance relationship
between images and tags. We then present an effective algo-
rithm to optimize the weight matrix by exploiting both local
visual geometry in image space and local textual geometry
in tag space.
In sum, the major contributions of our work include:
• We propose a novel two-view learning framework for
social tag ranking, which is purely data-driven without
making any assumption on modeling the relationship
between images and tags. Thus it is more flexible and
powerful to learn the complicated relationship in real-
world social image data.
• We formulate the two-view tag weighting problem as
an optimization task, and present an effective stochas-
tic coordinate descent algorithm, which can solve the
optimization efficiently.
• We conduct an extensive set of experiments to examine
the empirical performance of the proposed tag ranking
technique and apply our technique for several applica-
tions, including social image retrieval and tag recom-
mendation for web photo tagging.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses some related work. Section 3 presents the pro-
posed two-view learning approach for social image tag rank-
ing. Section 4 conducts an extensive set of experiments to
evaluate the proposed methods. Section 5 discusses some
limitations of our study, and Section 6 concludes this work.
2. RELATED WORK
The quality of tags play a crucial role in social image re-
trieval. Recent years have witnessed a lot of emerging stud-
ies to address the tag quality issues. In this section, we
summarize and analyze some representative methods that
are closely related to the techniques presented in this paper.
The first category of related techniques refers to tag an-
notation. Annotating an image automatically by machine
learning methods enables large amounts of unlabeled images
to be indexed and searchable by existing text based image
search engines. A variety of techniques have been proposed
for auto-image annotation in recent years [7, 4, 15, 22, 13,
17, 24]. In general, auto-image annotation can be viewed as
an intermediate task for a generic web image retrieval task.
Most of these methods try to model the probabilistic rela-
tionship between tags and images in one way or another.
However, producing highly accurate annotation results re-
mains an unsolved long-term challenge.
Instead of auto-annotation, an alternative approach is to
study tag refinement [9, 20, 21, 5], which aims to model the
relevance of the associated tags to an image. Jin et. al. [9]
proposed the pioneering work on annotation refinement by a
generic data-based WordNet. The assumption is that highly
correlated annotation tends to be correct and non-correlated
tags tend to be noisy. With a large collection of social im-
ages, one could build the correlation matrix among the tags.
However, this method simply ignores the specific content in-
formation of each individual image.
To address the limitation of WordNet, Wang et. al. [20]
proposed the RandomWalk with Restarts (RWR) algorithm.
The key idea is to not only use the co-occurrence-based tag
similarity, but also leverage the information of the origi-
nal annotated order of tags. Further, Wang et. al. [21]
proposed the Content-based Image Annotation Refinement
(CIAR) algorithm that formulates the tag refinement prob-
lem as a Markov process and the candidate tags are defined
as the states of a Markov chain. The transition matrix is
constructed based on the query image using both visual fea-
tures of the query image and the corpus information. The
CIAR algorithm focuses on refining the automatic annota-
tion results of a query image. If the goal is to refine the
existing tags of a large corpus, the computation of query-
based transition matrix could be potentially highly inten-
sive. Weinberger et. al. [23] proposed a probabilistic ap-
proach to modeling the ambiguity of tags. Different from
the previous methods, it can suggest tags that are not in-
cluded in the user-generated tag list. Li et. al. [11] proposed
a voting method by first finding the nearest neighbors of the
given image, and collect the votes from the nearest neigh-
bors. The tag relevance is determined based on the number
of such votes from the nearest neighbors.
Very recently, researchers are interested in a specific tag
refinement task, known as “tag ranking” [12], which aims to
generate a permutation of the associated tags for an image,
in which the resulting order indicates the tags’ relevance or
importance to the image. Although some existing tag refine-
ment methods might be somehow adapted to the tag ranking
task, the tag ranking problem is explicitly addressed very re-
cently by the study in [12]. In their algorithm, they first
model the generating probability of tags from an image with
some exponential function. After that they refine the rank-
ing score by random walk over a similarity matrix between
tags constructed by incorporating both the representative
image of that tag and the Google distance between pairs
of tags. Despite encouraging results reported, their method
assumes some parametric models that may limit their capa-
bility of modeling complicated tag-image relationship.
The importance of tag ranking calls for further study on
this problem. In this paper, we propose a novel two-view
learning approach without assuming any parametric models
between images and tags, which distinguishes our work from
the existing model-based methods. Finally, we formally for-
mulate our method as an optimization task, which differs
from the other heuristic tag ranking methods.
3. TWO-VIEW LEARNING FOR SOCIAL TAG
RANKING
In this section we present a novel two-view learning ap-
proach for social tag ranking. We first give some preliminar-
ies to introduce our problem setting and present the two-
view representation for modeling social images. We then
present the proposed learning framework and an efficient al-
gorithm to solve the optimization followed by the discussion
on some practical implementation issues.
3.1 Preliminaries
Consider a social image z is represented as a pairwise ex-
ample (x, t), which consists of an image x ∈ X and its as-
sociated set of tags t ⊆ T , where X and T are referred to
the image and tag spaces, respectively. In the sequel, we
let n denote the number of social images in the corpus, and
m = |T | denote the number of unique tags in the corpus.
For a positive integer d, we define Nd = {1, . . . , d} as a series
of d . For any matrix M , we use the following notation:
• Mi denotes the i-th row vector of M ;
• Mci denotes the i-th column vector of M ;
• Mij denotes the (i, j)-th entry of M ;
• M⊤ denotes the transpose of M ;
• ‖M‖F =
√∑
ij M
2
ij is the Frobenius norm of M ;
• trM =∑iMii is the trace of M if M is square.
For every social image zi = (xi, ti), the set of associated
tags is assigned to zi provided by web users. Without fur-
ther information, we treat all the assigned tags equally im-
portant. Therefore, we indicate the initial annotation of zi
by a vector ti ∈ Rm, where tij = 1/|ti| if the j-th tag is
assigned to zi; tij = 0 otherwise. We tile all ti values into a
tag indicator matrix T such that Tij := tij .
Based on the above definitions, for a given social image
zi = (xi, ti), social tag ranking in general is to find an opti-
mal permutation of the tag list ti by learning from a corpus
of social images {zi = (xi, ti), i ∈ Nn}. It is however hard
to directly optimize the permutation of the tag list ti. In
this paper, we consider an alternative approach by learning
a nonparametric tag weighing matrix W ∈ Rn×m+ , where en-
try wij , i ∈ Nn, j ∈ Nm, indicates the relevance of tag tij
with respect to image xi.
As a result, the problem of social tag ranking is equivalent
to looking for the optimal tag weighting matrix from mining
the hidden knowledge from the social image corpus {zi =
(xi, ti), i ∈ Nn}. Below we propose a purely data-driven
approach to learning the optimal tag weighting matrix W .
Our method does not make explicit parametric assumptions
on any generative models between T and X .
3.2 Two-View Representation for Social Tags
The social image data Z consists of two views: the visual
view (X ) and the tag or concept view (T ). As mentioned
above, to model the relationship between images and tags,
we employ a nonparametric tag weighting matrix W that
has a natural interpretation for the two-view representation
of social images:
Figure 2: Illustration of the two views of the weight
matrix of social images. Each Wij is the weight of
the j-th tag for the i-th image. The weights in the
vertical blue ellipse provides an exempler represen-
tation of “fruit”. The weights in the horizontal yel-
low ellipse provides a semantic representation of the
image strawberry.
• Row-Pivot view: Each row vector ofW , denoted asWi,
is a weighting vector over a set of user-generated tags,
which forms a semantic summarization for describing
the semantic content of the visual image xi. From
this point of view, we can represent a visual image as
a weighted combination of a set of relevant tags via
specifying the row of W in tag space.
• Column-Pivot view: Each column vector of W , de-
noted asW ci , is a weighting vector over a set of images,
which actually forms an exemplar of the correspond-
ing tag. From this point of view, we can represent a
tag / a semantic concept as a weighted combination of
a set of most representative images via specifying the
column of W in visual space.
To better understand the idea, we give a visual example
to illustrate the two-view representation as shown in Fig-
ure 2. For the highlighted row and column in this Figure,
the weights in the vertical (blue) zone provides an exam-
pler representation of the tag “fruit”, and the weights in the
horizontal (yellow) zone provides a semantic representation
of the image “strawberry”. From the above observation, we
can see that the relevance weighing matrixW plays a central
role for modeling the relationship between X and T .
3.3 Two-View Learning for Tag Weighting
The basic idea of learning the optimal W is twofold: (1)
we aim to make the above two-view representations coincide
with the local geometry in both visual space and concept
space; (2) we shall preserve the user annotation results to
some extent. Motivated by these two considerations, we
propose to devise the following learning scheme.
For the first purpose, we have to make use of the similarity
graph Sx in X and St in T (we assume both Sx and St are
symmetric). We take Sx to sketch the details. For any
two images xi and xj , the entry S
x
ij computes the visual
similarity between xi and xj . With the row-pivot view ofW ,
the Euclidean distance between image xi and xj is computed
by ‖Wi −Wj‖2. Thus the distortion between W and prior
similarity Sx can be computed by
Ω(W,Sx) =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
Sxij
∥∥∥∥∥
Wi√
di
− Wj√
dj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
= tr (W⊤LxW ) = tr Lx(WW⊤) (1)
where di =
∑n
j=1 S
x
ij is engaged for normalization purpose,
Lx is the normalized graph Laplacian defined as
Lx = I −D−1/2SxD−1/2, (2)
where D = diag(d1, d2, . . . , dn) is a diagonal matrix.
Similarly, we also compute the graph Laplacian Lt in con-
cept space, and calculate the distortion between W and the
textual similarity St:
Ω(W,St) =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
Stij
∥∥∥∥∥
W ci√
di
− W
c
j√
dj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
= tr (WLtW⊤) = tr Lt(W⊤W ) (3)
In the above, unlike the row-pivot view where the similarity
induced by W in visual space is computed by WW⊤, the
similarity in concept space is computed byW⊤W under the
column-pivot view.
Combining the above two-view formulations, we are ready
to expose the objective function to address the first motiva-
tion, i.e., we should minimize the overall distortion between
W and the two-view data:
min
W∈Rn×m
+
λxtr L
x(WW⊤)+λttr L
t(W⊤W ) : Wij ≥ 0 (4)
where λx and λt controls the trade-off between visual infor-
mation and concept information.
For the second motivation, we bound the difference be-
tweenW and some initial relevance score T . Here we employ
the the Frobenius norm:
min
W∈Rn×m
+
‖W − T‖2F : Wij ≥ 0,Wij = 0, ∀(i, j) /∈ M (5)
where T is the initial weight matrix determined by users or
some other ranking model, M denotes the indices of non-
zeros in T , i.e., M := {(i, j)|Tij 6= 0, i ∈ Nn,m ∈ Nm}.
Therefore, we obtain the following optimization by com-
bining (4) and (5):
minW λxtr L
x(WW⊤)+λttr L
t(W⊤W )+‖W−T‖2F (6)
s.t. W ∈ Rn×m+ ,Wij ≥ 0,∀i ∈ Nn, j ∈ Nm,
Wij = 0,∀(i, j) /∈ M
So far we have the unified two-view framework. It is similar
to two-view learning algorithms (see [6]) in the sense that
the learning in the two views regularize each other such that
the resultant solution is more robust. Comparing with previ-
ous work (for example, [21][12]) on tag ranking/refinement,
it does not involve any probabilistic models. Probably it
has more flexibility to fit the diverse data and avoids the
difficulty in model selection.
3.4 Algorithm
There is no off-the-shelf optimization tools to solve (6) di-
rectly. Inspired by the ideas of sequential minimization [26],
we propose to resolve (6) by an iterative projection algo-
rithm, which is a variant of stochastic coordinate descent
optimization [18].
In particular, in each optimization step, we randomly choose
one row Wi to optimize and fix the rest n− 1 rows. Conse-
quently, the objective is simplified to be:
min
Wi
Wi(λtL
t + (λxL
x
ii + 1)I)W
⊤
i
+2λx
m∑
j=1,j 6=i
LxijWjW
⊤
i − 2TiW⊤i (7)
where the constraints are omitted in the above formulation.
This is a standard quadratic program [2] over vector Wi,
which can be solved by the interior-point algorithm with
typical polynomial time complexity of O(m3). Fortunately,
we can derive the closed-form solution of (7) by dropping
the constraints. Let J abbreviate the objective function (7),
by taking its derivatives w.r.t. Wi, we have
∇J =Wi(λtLt + (λxLxii + 1)I) + λx
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
LxijW
⊤
j − Ti
Setting ∇J to 0 yields
Wi = (Ti − λx
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
LxijW
⊤
j )(λtL
t + (λxL
x
ii + 1)I)
−1, (8)
which is the optimal solution of current Wi. Therefore we
are making progress towards a local optimal objective value
at each iteration step.
Despite the nice closed-form solution above, in practice, it
remain challenging to directly compute the matrix inverse,
which often has the time complexity of O(m3) for a dense
matrix. This is because the size of tag vocabulary could be
potentially very large in a real application; as a result, the
computation of matrix inverse is prohibitive for large-scale
applications. To overcome this obstacle, we use the Taylor
approximation for the matrix inverse problem (I +A)−1:
(I + A)−1 = I +
∞∑
i=1
(−1)iAi.
As a result, we arrive at the approximate solution:
(λtL
t + (λxL
x
ii + 1)I)
−1 ≈
1
λxLxii + 1
(
I +
p∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
λt
λxLxii + 1
Lt
)j)
where p is the order of approximation. In practice, we can
pre-compute the power of Lt and cache it for improving the
time efficiency.
The solution (8) may violate the constraints over W . We
project the solution into the feasible domain at each step:
Wij = 0 ifWij < 0 or (i, j) /∈ M.
It implies we only need to consider the nonzero indices of
W . Since each image is annotated by a very limited number
of tags on average, W is essentially very sparse. Therefore
the computation in (8) could be very efficient. Finally, we
summarize the iterative projection solution in Algorithm 1.
Once the optimal tag weighting matrix W is obtained by
the proposed algorithm, we rank the tags for an image xi
according to their relevance scores Wi’s. For any two tags
tij and tik, tag tij ranks on top of tag tik i.f.f Wij ≥Wik.
Algorithm 1 The Two-View Tag Weighing Algorithm.
Input: Social image corpus Z;
kernel function kx : X × X → R+ and kt : T × T → R+;
parameters λx, λt, p;
Output:Weighting matrix W .
1: Cluster the images into k groups;
2: for each group do
3: Construct graph Laplacian Lt and Lx using kt and
kx, respectively;
4: Initialize W 0 = T
5: repeat
6: Randomly choose a row index i to update
7: Compute U j = ( λt
λxL
x
ii
+1
Lt)j
8: Wi = (Ti − λx
∑n
j=1,j 6=i L
x
ijW
⊤
j )(I +∑p
j=1(−1)jU j)/(λxLxii + 1)
9: until convergence criterion satisfied
10: end for
11: Tile the W in all groups to obtain W ;
3.5 Similarity Measure for Building Graphs
The graph Laplacian Lx and Lt encode the local geometric
information in visual space and concept space, respectively.
It is our prior knowledge about the data distribution. With
a proper similarity matrix S, the graph Laplacian can be
computed immediately from (2). Therefore we just focus on
Sx and St.
3.5.1 Similarity in Visual Space
Let [Sx]ij := kx(xi, xj) be the similarity matrix of images
computed from some function kx : X × X → R+. Depend-
ing on the features employed to represent a feature, one can
adopt different kinds of similarity functions to define kx.
How to extract features for representing an image remains
a very challenging problem itself. We will discuss our ap-
proach in the experimental section. Here we discuss how to
compute the similarity between two images for two major
types of features: global and local features.
For global features, a typical approach for similarity mea-
sure is based on a Gaussian kernel::
kgx(xi, xj) = exp(−‖xi − xj‖
2
σ2
). (9)
In this case the visual space X can be deemed as a subset of
R
d, where d is the number of extracted features. We present
a set of global features in Section 4.
For local features (such as SIFT [14]), each image is rep-
resented by a bag of descriptors. To measure similarity be-
tween two images given the two bags of descriptors, we em-
ploy a simple yet effective matching kernel [19] as follows:
klx(xi, xj) =
1
2
(kˆ(xi, xj) + kˆ(xj , xi)) (10)
where kˆ(xi, xj) is defined as
kˆ(xi, xj) =
1
|xi|
|xi|∑
s=1
max
t
k˜(di,s, dj,t) (11)
where k˜(di,s, dj,t) measures similarity between two descrip-
tors. Finally, we combine both the global and the local sim-
ilarity functions for computing similarity in visual space.
3.5.2 Similarity in Concept Space
Given a collection of social images, we can mine the rela-
tionship among tags by carefully studying the related statis-
tics. For example, if two tags appear together frequently, the
distance between them should be reasonably small. Here we
adopt the Google distance [3]:
d(ti, tj) =
max(log f(ti), log f(tj))− log f(ti, tj)
log n−min(log f(ti), log f(tj)) ,
where f(ti) is the number of images containing tag ti, f(ti, tj)
is the number of images containing both ti and tj .
Our target is the similarity matrix St. With the Google
distance function, we compute the similarity among tags by
kt(ti, tj) = exp(−d(ti, tj)). (12)
For more other methods to explore the correlation among
tags, please refer to [9] for more examples.
3.6 Speedup by Clustering
The updating of W is benefited from the sparseness of
the annotated tags. However, in real application, the corpus
size n and the vocabulary size m could be very large, which
makes the algorithm slow. We stress the fact that social im-
ages form meaningful groups. Images from different groups
share little similarity. Thus we can employ some clustering
algorithm to separate the images into g visual groups. The
inter-group similarity is simply set to zero.
In order to upper bound the size of each cluster effectively,
we employ a bisecting clustering algorithm [27]. At each
iteration, the largest group is chosen to split. The clustering
objective function is to maximize the overall inner-cluster
similarity [27], i.e.,
I2 =
g∑
k=1
∑
xi∈Sk
cos(xi, Ck),
where g is the target number of groups, Sk is the k-th group,
and Ck is the centroid of Sk. By this strategy, the size of the
Laplacian Lx reduces from n to a small number, and thus
the overall computational cost can be reduced.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct an extensive set of experiments to verify our
tag ranking algorithm, and apply our technique to two im-
portant applications: text-based social image retrieval and
automatic tag recommendation.
4.1 Experimental Testbed and Setup
We crawled a data set consisting of about 1,000,000 social
images from Flickr 2. To evaluate the proposed algorithm,
we form the evaluation testbed by choosing a number of
query images that are related to a wide range of tags, includ-
ing animals, plants, humans, landmarks, natural sceneries,
and some daily objects.
For feature representation, we extract four kinds of effec-
tive global features by [28]. These features include: (1) 81-
dimensional grid color moment features, (2) 59-dimensional
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture features [16], (3) 120-
dimensional Gabor wavelets texture features [10], and (4)
37-dimensional edge direction histogram features. In total,
a 297-dimensional vector is used to represent an image in the
2http://www.flickr.com/
Figure 3: Illustration of sample figures related to
the queries in our experiments.
data sets. The similarity of global features in visual space
in computed by the Gaussian kernel in Eq (9). For local
features, we employ SIFT feature descriptors [14] to extract
local features and employ the kernel function in Eq. (10) to
define the similarity of local features in visual space. A sim-
ple linear combination is adopted to combine the similarity
of both global and local features.
For the preprocess on tags, we first filter out the extremely
unpopular tags. Then we adopt the Gaussian with Google
distance to calculus the similarity in concept space (12).
For experimental setting, there are several hyper-parameters
used in our two-view tag ranking algorithm. For most of our
results, these parameters are set below:
• σ: the band-width parameter of Gaussian kernel. We
set it to be the average square Euclidean distance among
all the images;
• λx and λt: the trade-off parameters in (6). We set
λx = 0.5 and λt = 1.0 empirically;
• g: the number of groups in the clustering process. We
set it to 120. We employ the CLUTO toolkit 3 to help
to do clustering.
• p: the approximation order when computing the ma-
trix inverse. We use p = 5.
• T : the initial tag weight matrix. For an image xi, we
set its tags the uniform weight 1/|ti|, where |ti| is the
number of tags annotated to xi.
3http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/cluto/
Table 1: The statistics of the queries in the data set.
TestQuery #RelDoc TestQuery #RelDoc
eiffel tower 919 Barack Obama 88
great wall 57 Big Ben 200
red car 477 pyramid 229
airplane 771 Ferrari 401
lily 452 bicycle 1475
banana 124 sunflower 798
fruit orange 266 strawberry 715
singing 945 panda 1512
lion 1308 sheep 487
elephant 739 eagle 664
4.2 Performance Evaluation on Tag-based So-
cial Image Retrieval
We focus on the query-by-text setting. We assume ground
truth rankings have two grades, relevant and irrelevant. In
order to make the results reliable, we pick up 20 queries and
employ 6 staffs to label the images according to whether
they feel them relevant to the queries or not. We choose the
queries that are popular and diverse. The complete list of
queries are shown in Table 1.
4.2.1 Ranking Schemes and Evaluation Metric
For an input query q, we only consider the social images
containing q as candidate relevant images. For an image xi,
let pii denote the position of q in the ranked tag list of xi.
We define the relevance score in the way of [12]:
r(xi) = −pii + 1
ni
(13)
Note two key properties of this scheme: 1) if pii < pij , we
always have r(xi) > r(xj), which means we assign higher rel-
evance score to the image containing the query tag at more
advanced positions in its ranked tag list; 2) if pii = pij , the
image having fewer tags is assigned larger relevance score.
The motivation is that the more tags an image possesses,
the more noisy of its visual content.
To our knowledge, [12] is the first and only paper aiming
to attack the tag ranking problem. However, we are aware
that some existing image annotation or annotation refine-
ment works can be easily adapted to generate a permutation
over the tags. For example, CMRM[8], WNM[9], RWRM[20]
and CIAR[21]. One can always rank the tags according to
their relevance score to the image. Since it has been shown
that CIAR outperforms the other annotation methods, we
evaluate it specifically for comparison purpose. To summa-
rize, we evaluate the following tag-ranking schemes:
• Baseline: the original order of the tags is maintained,
i.e., the tag position is determined by some web users;
• CIAR: adaption of the Content-Based image Annota-
tion Refinement algorithm in [21]. They estimate the
condition probability p(tj |xi) of generating tag tj by
image xi by Gaussian kernel density. We use this score
to rank tags;
• GM-RW: the method proposed by [12]. The tag rank-
ing score is first computed by a Generative Model
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Figure 4: Mean average precision of different tag-
based image retrieval methods after tag ranking.
p(xi|tj) and then perform Random Walk over a simi-
larity graph on tags to refine the score;
• KNN: the method proposed by [11]. The tag rank-
ing score is the total number of votes received from
its visual nearest neighbors. It is shown in [11] that
this voting method could be better than model-based
methods in [21];
• TW-TV: the proposed two-view TagWeighing method
that combines the local information both in Tag space
and in Visual space. The objection function is (6).
All the hyper-parameters are described in Section 4.1.
The solution is obtained from Algorithm 1;
• TW-V: the proposed two-view Tag Weighing method
in Visual space, that is, λt = 0 in objective (6);
• TW-T: the proposed model-free TagWeighting method
in Tag space, that is, λx = 0 in objective (6); .
To evaluate the performance, we use the standard mean
average precision (MAP) measure [1]: Let pi∗ be the ground-
truth ranking and pi be the ranking result by some relevance
score r, the average precision score is defined as
MAP (pi∗, pi) =
1
rel
∑
j:pi∗
j
=1
Prec@j,
where rel = |{i : pi∗i = 1}| is the number of relevant docu-
ments, and Prec@j is the percentage of relevant documents
in the top j documents n predicted ranking r. MAP is the
mean of the average precision scores of a group of queries.
4.2.2 Results of Image Retrieval Accuracy
We plot the MAP measure in Figure 4.2.2.
First we observe that all the tag ranking methods out-
performs the baseline method significantly. This verifies the
necessity of tag ranking. It also coincides with the state-
ments of [12] that the relevant tags may not be ranked at
the top positions. Thus the ranking score computed by (13)
cannot reflect the relevance of the image to the query tag
effectively.
Figure 5: The top 5 tag-base retrieval results on the
query eiffel tower after different tag ranking algo-
rithms. One can see that the result of TW-TV is
visually more pure.
Second, we observe that our two-view tag ranking scheme
works well. It produces very competitive results with CIAR,
GM-RW, and KNN (actually TW-TV is the best on our data
set). Both CIAR and GM-RW involves generative models
and performs a random walk over the similarity graph St
over tags. We observe that GM-RW is better than CIAR.
GM-RW makes use of both exempler-based visual informa-
tion and statistical information of tags when constructing
St, while CIAR only uses visual information. This proba-
bly explains the advantage of GM-RW. However, a simple
k nearest neighbor voting method outperforms model-based
CIAR and GM-RW. This implies that when large amount of
data is accessible, we should pay more effort to data-driven
approaches. The best algorithm TW-TV in Figure 4.2.2 is
a model-free learning scheme. Without assume any para-
metric model between visual and tag spaces, it has more
flexibility to fit the diverse data, which is our motivation of
the two-view learning algorithm. We also stress that both
TW-TV and GM-RW explores the same source of infor-
mation. However, our method is conceptually simple and
purely data-driven. It has fewer hyper-parameters and can
be easily to large-scale application. We show this computa-
tion merit of TW-TV in next section.
At last, the combination of two view is better than using
single view. The membership between images and tags con-
nects the visual view to concept view. The learning in each
view regularizes each other such that the resultant solution
is more robust. The essential complementary property of vi-
sual and tag space makes TW-TV more effective than other
data-driven method KNN.
Finally, Figure 5 shows some examples to examine the
qualitative performance of the retrieval results achieved by
different methods.
4.3 Evaluation of Computation Efficiency
In this section, we examine the time complexity of the
TW-TV and GM-RW tag ranking methods over a randomly
chosen subset consisting of 10,000 images. For both meth-
ods, we pre-compute the similarity matrix in visual space.
The tag similarity based on Google distance is also pre-
computed and is excluded from the running time reported
here. For the proposed TW-TV method, we cluster the im-
ages into groups such that the resultant maximal group has
no more than 2,000 images. Our goal is to test the time
complexity with the increment of image number n.
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Figure 6: Time cost of TW-TV and GM-RW tag
ranking algorithms with the number of social im-
ages. The results are averaged over 10 times run.
We plot the CPU time in Figure 6. It is clear to observe
that GM-RW is significantly slower than TW-TV for all n
values. When n = 10, 000, GM-RW took about 20 minutes,
while TW-TV took only about 3 minutes. More importantly,
the curve of GM-RW shows that it empirically has the poly-
nomial complexity on n, while TW-TV exhibits asymptotic
linear time cost. To measure this more quantitatively, we fit
the curves in Figure 6 by least square fitting. The estimated
empirical complexity of TW-TV and GM-RW are O(n0.48)
and O(n0.63), respectively. This efficiency gain is crucial for
real systems dealing with large-scale data set.
The empirical linear time complexity of TW-TV can be
interpreted by the clustering process in Section 3.6. By di-
viding the data set into small groups, n drops to the size of
some single cluster, which is a much smaller than the orig-
inal one. Therefore, the overall time cost is linear on the
number of clusters, even though the total number of images
could be potentially huge. Despite the encouraging results,
we note that we do not count the clustering time complexity,
which depends on the applied clustering algorithms.
4.4 Evaluation of Hyper-parameters
The proposed TW-TV tag ranking algorithm has a few
free parameters. The most important ones may be λx and
λt which control the trade-off between the importance of
visual information and tag statistics. Note that we deem all
the annotated tags have identical prior weight for any image.
Thus T would not affect the tag weighing result. If we scale
λx and λt by the same value, the final weight W remains
the same. Only the ratio λx
λt
affects the performance. So we
restrict λ to the range [0, 1]. The MAP results are plotted
in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: MAP of tag-based image retrieval after
TW-TV with different hyper-parameter λx and λt.
T is set to be uniform value for each image. Only
the ratio λx/λt affects the performance.
First of all, we see that the retrieval performance is not
sensitive to λ in the range [0.4, 0.8]. The fluctuation of MAP
is bounded by 2 percentage. Moreover, the MAP measure
varies smoothly with λ. This shows the robustness of our
method, which is probably induced by the complementary
information in both spaces. At the center of the surface,
TW-TV produces the best MAP. This is somewhat surpris-
ing because empirically visual information is more impor-
tant. For example, Liu et. al. [12] set the ratio of visual
and tag importance as 4:1. We conjecture that maybe this is
resulted by the image representations. We extract different
visual features with [12]. It also suggests that there are po-
tentials to improve the performance of TW-TV. When λx/λt
is skew, that is, the most left and the most right square of
the surface, the performance is poor. It means that single
view cannot result in satisfactory solution.
The success of TW-TV relies on the local geometric in-
formation of image and tag similarity graphs. We take the
following 3 steps to build the Laplacian in visual space: for
each image, 1) using global and local features to locate the
k nearest neighbors; 2) in the similarity graph, set the value
at these k-NN indices to 1, otherwise 0; 3) compute the
normalized Laplacian by (2). The similarity in tag space is
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Figure 8: MAP of TW-TV with different number of
nearest neighbors when building graph Laplacian in
visual space.
constructed using Google distance. We present the influence
of the value k in Figure 8.
We observe that the MAP increases with k when k is
small. When k is larger than 10, the increment in MAP is
marginal. The most possible reason is that the local geome-
try is already preserved for reasonably large k. Moreover, we
see when k = 20, the performance actually starts to drop.
In this case, the images that do not share much similarity is
considered as neighbors. Therefore, such images are essen-
tially noise and misleads the learning. The MAP measure is
not too sensitive to k.
The clustering process plays an important role to make the
whole weighting method practical. We evaluate the MAP
with different group number g in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: MAP of TW-TV with different number of
groups in the clustering process.
From equation (8), we see the quadratic complexity over
n. Therefore, for a fixed image corpus, the more groups
we have, the faster of TW-TV. On the other hand, inter-
group similarity is ignored in our algorithm. Therefore we
should be aware of the granularity of the groups. If g is too
small, we could loss the local similarity information. The
above figure shows the trend of MAP with the number of
groups g. It is shown that MAP is not sensitive to g. For
g ranges from 15 to 2000, the MAP value fluctuates within
1 percentage. Thus we conclude the clustering process is
reasonable and effective for TW-TV. When g is greater than
480, MAP starts to drop. This verifies our conjecture about
the granularity of the clustering.
4.5 Application to Auto Tag Recommendation
After we have the tag ranking results, we can use the im-
ages with properly ordered tags to annotate a given image
automatically. We need not require users to provide any ini-
tial candidate tags. We implement this by a simple nearest
neighbor voting method, first proposed in [12]. For an input
image, we first locate its k nearest neighbors in the corpus.
Then we extract the top h tags of each of these neighbors.
So have a collection of size k × h. Then we remove the re-
dundant ones in this collection and recommend the resulting
tag set to the image. For each tag in this collection, we can
indicate its weight by this redundancy number. Accordingly
we obtain a rank of the annotated tags.
Annotated Tags:
Ferrari car red 
race speed 
running speedy 
road
Annotated Tags:
panda zoo green 
cute tree bear
 
Annotated Tags:
Sunflower flower 
field yellow color 
sun insect 
sunlight summer
Annotated Tags:
Eagle sky blue 
zoo flight bird 
cloud animal 
Annotated Tags:
Flight airplane 
aircraft airport 
cloud sky 
speedy flying
Annotated Tags:
Sunset yellow 
sea sunrise sun 
orange
Annotated Tags:
Lion animal zoo 
big cat wild 
wildlife eye rock
Annotated Tags:
Tree green road 
nature forest 
spring color
Figure 10: An illustration of image annotation re-
sults with the TW-TV tag ranking scheme.
Figure 10 shows some examples by applying the proposed
TW-TV tag ranking method. It is clear to observe that most
of the top ranked tags are quite relevant to the semantic
concepts of the query images.
5. LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Despite the encouraging results achieved above, there are
still several limitations for our study in this paper. First
of all, we only exploit textual tags and visual contents of
social images for ranking the tags of social images. How-
ever, for real-world social images, there often exists other
user-generated contents, such as descriptions, user info, rat-
ing, and geo-tags, etc. In future work, we plan to extend
our method by adding the extra information, which could
further improve the performance of the tag ranking scheme.
Moreover, in the proposed scheme, we apply a simple cluster-
ing processing step to speed up the solution in order to han-
dle large data, which may lose some information in some sit-
uation. In future work, we plan to investigate more sophis-
ticated techniques to improve the efficiency of our method.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel two-view learning approach to address
the tag ranking problem in this paper. We do not assume
any parametric model on the relevance between images and
tags. It is a pure data-driven algorithm, which distinguishes
it from previous generative model based works on this topic.
Therefore it could probably have better flexibility to fit the
diverse data. The key idea is inspired by two-view learn-
ing algorithms. When the representation of data has two
complementary views, we can make use of the information
of each to regularize each other such that the resultant so-
lution is more robust. We also devise efficient algorithm
and practical strategies to speedup the learning. Empirical
results on a real data set exhibits both the efficacy and effi-
ciency of our methods. Future work will extend our method
to exploit other contents of social images for tag ranking.
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